HELIx delta-T Dynamic Analysis Version

The conveyor dynamic analysis program allows designers to perform full flexible body conveyor design. The new program builds on the strong base formed by the Helix delta-TS "Static" design program. Designers can model what happens during the starting and stopping of the conveyor and provide detailed graphical output of belt velocities, belt tensions, takeup movement, etc. at any point along the conveyor during starting or stopping.

Sample 3D and 2D Belt Tension Graphs

Conveyor Stopping Fully Loaded - 3D Graph of Belt Tensions

Conveyor Stopping Fully Loaded - 2D Graph of Belt Tensions
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Sample 3D and 2D Belt Velocity Graphs

Conveyor Stopping Fully Loaded - 3D Graph of Belt Velocities

Conveyor Stopping Fully Loaded - 2D Graph of Belt Velocities

delta-T Dynamic Analysis Program Features

- Easily model the belt transient tensions and velocities during starting and stopping of conveyors
- Add torque control or speed control curves on drive acceleration
- Add delay times for multiple drives for dynamic tuning
- Add Flywheels to pulleys to optimize starting and stopping
- Add brakes to pulleys as required
- View takeup movement during starting and stopping
- Perform dynamic tuning by changing start delay times on different drives
- Predict the maximum and minimum transient Belt Tensions at any point along the conveyor as well as the timing of these transients
- Compare the Dynamic Calculations results with the rigid body static calculations in the delta-T
- Predict the magnitude of transient loads on conveyor structures
- Calculate the torque loadings on gearboxes and couplings during starting and stopping. Eliminate conditions which may cause costly equipment failures

Eliminate potentially disastrous and costly equipment failures caused by extreme transient tensions.